O.T.D CHEMICALS DISPENSING

AREL O.T.D–On Time Dispensing systems are high precision and fast
multi- component, multi -destination dosing systems for chemicals
Dispensing Solutions for Batch Dyeing Plants

OPERATION
AREL’s OTD dispensing system is integrated into the dye
house management system. Once a request for chemicals is
received by the OTD controller from the dye machine
controller, the OTD controller checks the dye program or
the recipe list for the requested chemical and for the
requested quantity, and delivers it to the dye machine at
the optimized time. At the end of the delivery, the OTD
controller instructs the dye machine controller, via the dye
house management system, to continue the dyeing
process.
Use of carefully calculated diameter of delivery pipes,
together with cleaning the lines by air before each dispense
cycle, ensures minimum addition of rinsing water to the
dye machines.
Due to the special design of the installation and of the
chemical valves, automatic rinsing at the end of each cycle
guarantees perfect cleaning of the delivery pipes.
Unique control of the variable speed delivery pump and of
the flow regulation device while approaching the requested
quantities, together with AREL’s metering concept, ensures
delivery of up to 45 liter /min with a 10 cc accuracy.
OPTIMIZATION

In order to minimize waiting time and to save water and air, the rinsing times and the
cleaning procedures are automatically adjusted for each chemical, for the chemical
sequence and for the destination dye machine. The rules of optimization of the cleaning
parameters are easily set on site using the AREL OPTIMIZAION BY RULES CONCEPT.

PERFECT DESIGN
CHEMICAL VALVES
Specially designed ball valves enable free passage of the
chemicals and perfect cleaning. The valves are mounted on
modular batteries for flexible installation to suit plant
layout.
DISPENSING PUMP
For trouble free operation, the dispensing pump is a high
capacity variable speed positive displacement lobe pump.
The pump is built to deliver all the corrosive and viscous
chemicals that are used in the dyeing process .The pump is
specified to deliver up to 45 liters per minute.
QUANTITY METERING AND FLOW REGULATION ASSEMBLY
The metering and flow regulation assembly unit, measures the
dispensed chemicals and regulates the flow towards the end of
each dispensing cycle.
Arel’s OTD includes a free flow electromagnetic or mass flow
meter with IP-67 certification having outstanding accuracy
( +-10CC ).
The flow regulation is achieved by sophisticated control of the
specially designed modulating ball valve.

MACHINE VALVES AND DELIVERY PIPES
For simple installation, Arel recommends 3 way machine
valves, stainless steel piping with the right finish and full bore
smooth compression fittings eliminating the need for
complicated expensive welding.

Dispensing Solutions for Continuous Ranges Plants
Complete customized integrated systems for finishing plants for dispensing chemical and dye stuffs

Integrated solutions

Total Plant Automation
AREL OTS -ON TIME AUTOMATIC SALT DISPENSING
systems or alternatively SALT TROLLEYS are practical
solutions for dispensing of Common Salt, Glaubers
Salt and Soda Ash

Salt Dispensing and Salt Trolleys
AREL’s Guided Weighing system ensures weighing
the right dyestuff, correctly, at the scheduled time.
AREL’s DYE DISSOLVING STATIONS manages the
dissolving parameters ,for perfect ON TIME dissolving
of the dyestuffs and for the delivery of the dyestuff
solutions to the dying machine with optimal rinsing

Dye Weighing, Dissolving and Delivery Systems
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Continuous ranges control
Weaving and knitting monitoring
Plant ERP systems
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